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When I consider my colleague Ron Carter whom I 

have worked with for nearly 20 years, we certainly have  

disagreed and disappointed each other as working  

professionals. These occurrences have not caused us to  

distance ourselves from each other, but they grew us 

stronger together. 

While “getting along” in relationships can, at times, be a 

tall order, putting in the work comes with being image 

bearers of God. In this issue of On the LEVEL, we hear 

from some courageous image bearers who labor to have 

right relationships that ultimately bring honor to God. Day 

and night, Alvin Sanders (Cincinnati 2014), Brian Walls  

(Indianapolis 2007), Bwana Clements (Indianapolis 2013),  

Gabby (San Francisco 2015) and Mateo Alzate  

(Dallas 2015), and countless others are positioned on the  

frontlines of underserved communities consistently  

advocating for what Rodney King proposed. 

In the Scriptures, Jesus said, “Apart from me you can do 

nothing.” I believe that includes developing, nurturing, 

and maintaining relationships with those we serve, part-

ner with, and vow to love forever. Prioritizing this first  

relational connection with Christ may not guarantee less 

tension or disappointment in earthly relationships, but it 

will reduce the likelihood of walking away from the ones 

we have committed to serving for the long term.  

Be inspired by what Alvin, Brian, Bwana, Gabby, and  

Mateo have experienced that keeps them getting along 

in their ministry, professional, and personal relationships.  

Enormous benefits follow when staying connected to 

Christ and to one another.   

Trust the process!
Gerald Bell (Kansas City 2003), Editor

gerald.bell

Last June, team DVULI welcomed Shannon Pothoven as 

the new Operations Program Officer. In this role, Shannon 

will give oversight to the administration and execution of 

DVULI’s program strategies and day-to-day operations.  

With a love for learning, Shannon brings more than 20 

years of experience in higher education to the team. 

Some of her experience includes student recruiting,  

success and retention, student advisement, and residence 

life. She is also a dedicated board member with Base  

Camp Urban Outreach, a West Michigan inner-city youth 

ministry reaching underserved youth between the ages  

of 7 and 17 through biblical discipleship, education, and 

recreational programming.  

“I love the idea of empowering 

and supporting youth workers,” 

says Shannon of her role with 

DVULI. “I want to learn more 

about what we can do to sup-

port them. If I can facilitate that 

in any capacity, then it makes me 

really excited!” 

Previously Shannon served 

as Director of Student Suc-

cess at Cornerstone Univer-

sity—a DVULI partner—where 

she worked with a wide 

range of students, parents, faculty, and staff. This 

position and her trajectory in higher education  

afforded her the opportunity to express her passion for 

the development of students and others in leadership. She 

is also a certified StrengthsFinder coach, which means 

she gets to help leaders map and analyze their capacity to  

integrate strength-based activities into their lives.

Shannon earned a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology from 

Cornerstone University, as well as a Master of Education 

and Doctor of Philosophy, Higher Education from Azusa 

Pacific University.

“I am a learner to my core. I always want to be learning my-

self but also want to be encouraging that in other people,” 

said Shannon, who is grateful to transfer her skills to DVULI. 

“I am excited to come alongside people who are right there 

doing the work of helping kids and helping youth.” 

In her youth, Shannon discovered a love for going to 

the theatre to see plays and musicals. She remembers 

her grandmother taking her to see The Secret Garden, a  

classic children’s literature  

novel by Frances Hodgson  

Burnett that has been adapted  

for both stage and film. “The  

musical is just beautiful. I still love 

it,” Shannon reminisces. “I really 

love going to the theatre. I don’t 

want to be on stage, but I love to 

see mostly musicals. I like to be 

involved in the city and attend  

local happenings and events.”

Shannon can also be found  

listening to podcasts and reading a 

good book. Authors Brené Brown 

and Malcolm Gladwell are among her favorites. Other fun 

interests include traveling and spending time with family—

especially eating pizza with her nieces and nephews. 

Since joining DVULI, Shannon has attended local  

workshops and conferences with the class of 2022. She  

is enjoying the DVULI learning experience and building  

relationships with trainers, participants, and alumni. 

I am super excited to learn about the range of ministries 

we work with at DVULI,” Shannon says. “It’s good work.”
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By Gerald Bell (Kansas City 2003)

SHANNON POTHOVEN
Welcome

“ I AM EXCITED TO COME 
ALONGSIDE PEOPLE WHO 

ARE RIGHT THERE

doing the work 
of helping kids and 

helping youth."

FEEL FREE TO DROP SHANNON A WELCOME NOTE AT SHANNON.POTHOVEN@DVULI.ORG. 

LET’S Get Along!     he late Rodney King 
raised a simple question, 

“Can’t we all just get along?”  
Because of the many  

relationships in our lives with 
peers, spouses, colleagues, 

BFFs, neighbors, and social  
media communities, a huge  

amount of our time is invested  
in daily relationship maintenance.

T

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Prioritizing this first relational connection with Christ may not 
guarantee less tension or disappointment in earthly relationships, 

but it will reduce the likelihood of walking away from the ones   
WE HAVE COMMITTED TO SERVING FOR THE LONG TERM.

Contact DVULI: 200 Monroe Ave. NW | Grand Rapids, MI 49503 | 616-643-4848 | staff@dvuli.org

@shannonpothoven 

https://www.facebook.com/gerald.bell.33
https://www.dvuli.org
https://www.dvuli.org
https://www.instagram.com/shannonpothoven/
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With a BS in Biblical Studies and an MA in Religion and  

Urban Ministry, Alvin, who is also a published author, went 

on to earn a PhD in Educational Leadership from Miami 

University of Ohio. As a 2014 graduate of the DeVos Urban 

Leadership Initiative (DVULI), he also is trained in the Arbin-

ger Institute’s leadership coaching. His exposure to the 

Arbinger material while a participant in DVULI was just what 

he needed to lead him to a breakthrough in relationships. 

Alvin credits many of his takeaways from Arbinger for 

sharpening not only his organizational leadership skills 

but also his role as a husband for 30 years and as a  

father of two daughters—the youngest he describes as “the  

spitfire and very much like me.” 

“She was 15, and we were having difficulty in terms of  

engaging one another relationally,” Alvin admits. “Now 

she’s 22, and we’re the best of buddies and good friends. 

Using the principles from The Anatomy of Peace helped 

me have a breakthrough relationship with her.”

The Anatomy of Peace is a resource published by the 

Arbinger Institute and is intended to help individuals in 

family and organizational institutions come together and 

navigate their way out of the personal, professional, and 

global conflicts that weigh on them when they are at war.  

In a big way, Alvin said what he learned from Arbinger “helps 

you become more self-aware of yourself and how you treat 

other people—that’s why it had a huge impact on me.”

As a global organization, World Impact reaches beyond 

the US to territories like Bangladesh, Colombia, Ethio-

pia, Iraq, Nigeria, Pakistan, and Ukraine, among others. 

Alvin and his team are dedicated to empowering church 

leaders who are not equipped or trained to take on the  

challenges that exist in urban contexts.

With such a mission and all the relational dynamics that 

could ensue, Alvin leaves no room for chance. He has 

made it a requirement for all new hires at World Impact to 

be trained in the Arbinger material. 

“I don’t think I would’ve risen to the position of president 

and CEO if I had not gotten much more polished at how 

to engage people and get tasks done in a way that treated 

people with respect, honor, and dignity,” says Alvin. “I am 

very interested in people and their stories. If you’re just 

interested in someone because of something they could 

do for you, people smell that a mile away, and they kind of 

won’t want to be bothered with you.” 

Alvin and his team are dedicated to
EMPOWERING CHURCH LEADERS 
who are not equipped or trained to 

take on the challenges that exist 
in urban contexts.

Afirst encounter with the president and CEO of World 

Impact, Alvin Sanders (Cincinnati 2014), could give 

you pause. As a man of color, he stands 6’ 5”, weighs 260 

pounds, and makes piercing direct eye contact when speak-

ing to others. Such qualities, depending on the setting, could 

either draw people close or be a reason to create space. 

“Did you play sports?” is the typical question Alvin 

is accustomed to answering because of his athletic  

physique. As a matter of fact, in both high school and  

college, he was a multi-sport student athlete who eventually  

focused his athleticism on the game of basketball. 

Naturally competitive, Alvin was raised in a two-parent 

home on the southeast side of Columbus, Ohio. His father 

served in the military, which meant his upbringing came 

with some rigorous disciplines and high expectations. 

This might explain his confident personality and being 

very comfortable in his skin.

“If your initial impression of me is that I’m a hard person 

or rough, that is not the case,” offers Alvin. “I will use the  

description that my wife uses for me:  I’m a ‘concrete 

marshmallow’ in that upon initial meetings, depending  

on how you meet me, it may look like I’m a very hard  

individual. I’m really the exact opposite.”

More than five years in 

his leadership role with 

World Impact—an orga-

nization that empowers  

urban leaders and partners with local churches to reach their 

cities with the gospel—Alvin has had to come to terms with 

how he’s perceived and what impact it has on forming cred-

ible relationships with executives, partners, and supporters. 

Even though his past ministry experience includes being a 

church planter and lead pastor, relationships with others have  

required intentional work on his part. 

“Through growth over the years, I have figured myself out,” 

concludes Alvin. “I can catch myself and say, ‘Oh, Alvin, 

you’re dominating the room. You need to be quiet.’ If I can 

read people’s body language, I can see how they react to 

me. Then it’s kind of like, ‘Okay, I really need to be quiet.’”

Reading reactions and body language is a skill set most 

organizational and team leaders strive to master. Alvin 

has come to learn and frankly recommends going into 

new relationships as a “learner in humility.” “Don’t come 

in thinking you’re a know-it-all,” quips Alvin, who is a “D” 

on the DISC Profile. “I say it takes at least a year to totally 

learn a new community. Understand the layout and all the 

dynamics within that community and neighborhood. And 

just sort of be a learner.”

Alvin goes on to reveal, “When I blow relationships, it’s 

usually because I have forgotten how intimidating I can 

be, and I have not allowed space for other people to  

express their opinions and their views and who they are.”

leads with others'
        interests in mind
WORLD IMPACT PRESIDENT

By Gerald Bell

(Kansas City 2003)

         First is spiritual growth. I need to be making  

sure that I’m doing all the things that keep me  

spiritually grounded, as well as growing in my expertise 

in leadership and how to manage an organization. 

         Second is strategic development. Basically,  

pulling together a collaborative process to determine 

the strategy for the ministry and the organization and 

the direction it needs to go.

         Third is leadership development. Developing 

our colleagues, executive team members, and those 

young and up-and-coming leaders within the  

organization enables us to do our part, and we stand 

back and allow God to do His choosing of who sticks 

around for the long haul. 

         Last is major donor development. In my  

position, I don’t have a lot of fundraising tasks, but 

my tasks are to build relationships and keep a stable 

portfolio of people who we believe in and who  

likewise believe in World Impact.

“ Pertaining to relationships, be interested more than 

interesting,” advises Alvin. “Don’t try to impress peo-

ple, the community, kids, or your boss. Be interested 

in them and in their perspective, and then try to figure 

out what you bring to the table to make the meal, so to 

speak. Understand that you are not the meal, but you 

have something to contribute to the success. There are 

always people who are going to be better than you.” 

TO KEEP SHARP AS AN URBAN LEADER, 
ALVIN HAS ADOPTED A PERSONAL 
APPROACH TO HIS OWN DEVELOPMENT:

@rev_al       alvin.sanders.52

https://www.dvuli.org
https://www.dvuli.org
https://worldimpact.org/
https://www.instagram.com/rev_al/
https://www.facebook.com/alvin.sanders.52
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CLASS OF 2023 City Coordinators
WELCOME

DVULI’S NEWEST 
CITY COORDINATORS

It is always our privilege to introduce the highly capable 

team that will lead the incoming class. If you know 

urban youth workers in the following cities who are good 

candidates for the DVULI investment, please contact our 

office or share your nomination at 

dvuli.org/nominate.

 (left to right) Darius Carlo, Tiate Carson, Iteisha Bankston, Jessica Jackson, Johnny Walsh

@darius_carlo

DARIUS CARLO
ORLANDO, FL

TIATE 
CARSON
NEW YORK, NY

 NOW RECRUITING 
PARTICIPANTS 

for 2023
DVULI.org/Nominate

ITEISHA 
BANKSTON
CLEVELAND, OH

iteishabanks

JESSICA 
JACKSON
FRESNO, CA

@heeeeyitsjess
BrandonJessica Jackson

JOHNNY WALSH
SAN DIEGO, CA

@johnnywalsh13
@Johnny Walsh

https://www.dvuli.org
https://www.dvuli.org
https://www.dvuli.org/nominate
https://www.instagram.com/darius_carlo/
https://www.dvuli.org/nominate
https://twitter.com/iteishabanks
https://www.instagram.com/heeeeyitsjess/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100033960005882
https://www.instagram.com/johnnywalsh13/
https://www.facebook.com/johnny.walsh.104
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Brian was still blinded by his hunger to grow his ministry. 

He added more to his plate by heading back to school. 

He made this choice because “I thought I had to do  

everything in my ministry, and I needed to be in charge 

of it all,” divulges Brian of his young self. God worked that 

choice for the good when his college professor (a former 

DVULI alum) told him about DVULI. He was selected to  

participate in the professional development of DVULI, which  

introduced him to the concept of empowerment, and that 

was exactly what he needed to address the imbalance of 

family life and ministry. 

Brian knew he was where 

the Lord wanted him to be.  

“I learned I wasn’t equipping 

and empowering others. I 

wasn’t good at looking for and 

discovering skills, gifts, and  

talents God had given  

other individuals,” explains Brian.  

“If they did it differently than 

me, then I was more apt to think what they were doing was 

wrong.” Through the DVULI process, his posture as a leader 

began to shift from being a delegator to that of a learner 

and coach. “DVULI helped me recognize that I learned from 

the kids I led. They showed me they could thrive if I gave  

up the reigns and instead encouraged and often pushed 

them to lead,” explains Brian of the power shift. 

This new mindset made him wonder how many good  

leaders he lost early on in ministry. Searching for gifting in 

individuals and among his team is part of his new leader-

ship process. He ponders, “What do they do well? How can 

I encourage them to pursue and use their giftings? What are 

their weaknesses, and how can I help them grow? If they’re 

in a leadership role, I determine if I should come alongside 

and help carry the load or provide training, equipping, or 

more empowerment to help them to improve. Is someone 

else on the team better equipped for the role? Sometimes 

it’s saying, ‘You can lead. You don’t need me. You can do 

this without me.’”

Once empowerment took hold, Brian felt almost “lazy” in 

his shift from doer to guide and coach. He had to figure out 

his new groove. “I still like being a part of it, and if I’m not, I 

feel like I’m not doing enough,” he says. “I’ve always felt that 

way. And so, it’s something I battle inside myself. It’s okay 

to let them lead.” 

Brian and his youth leaders helped bring Groundworks 

to their neighborhood. Groundworks is an international  

nonprofit organization that teaches students about  

environmental issues impacting communities and ways 

to improve neighborhoods while getting paid to plan and  

implement community development projects.

He adapted his ministry’s strategic plan to reflect youth  

involvement, now an integral facet of his community  

outreach. Brian and Tiffany added internship programs 

for high school and college students and began putting  

students in charge of student programming. “With  

guidance and instruction based on the DVULI core  

values, the youth began leading in our community,” shares  

Brian. “They became part of the team planning and leading  

community outreach events, VBS programs, after school 

programs, and community development projects.” 

Finding balance by empower-

ing his teens led to the break-

through he needed at home. 

“It’s better with my son now,” 

says Brian, who became a  

devoted grandfather after the 

birth of his son’s daughter. “We 

still have our rough patches, 

but I have a better relationship 

with my son now than I have had in years.” Even with his 

daughter Cameron, Brian says, “Things are definitely better. 

As a family man, it’s been amazing because I love being  

a grandfather.” 

“I’m now aware that I need to constantly examine myself to 

remain balanced,” says Brian. “I lost time with my family early 

on in ministry. I can’t get that time back with my kids now. 

I can’t go back and change that stuff, but I’m glad DVULI 

helped me to recognize it so I could start making changes.”

THROUGH THE DVULI PROCESS, HIS 
POSTURE AS LEADER BEGAN TO SHIFT 
FROM BEING A DELEGATOR TO THAT

of learner and coach.

Searching for gift ing
IN INDIVIDUALS AND AMONG 
HIS TEAM IS PART OF HIS NEW 

LEADERSHIP PROCESS.
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phoebe.cruz          

pcruzie

Living on the northwest

side of Indianapolis in one 

of the highest violent crime zip 

codes in the city, Brian Walls 

(Indianapolis 2007) and his wife,  

Tiffany, enter year 20 at Tear 

Down the Walls Ministries. 

With 13,000 people experiencing homelessness at least 

one night a year and 3,000 on any given night, they have  

dedicated their calling to homeless street outreach,  

intervention, and prevention. Brian originally launched his 90 

percent volunteer-run organization to serve the homeless, 

but it was when he worked with teenage volunteers that his 

eyes opened to the power and significance of youth support. 

He’d not considered this component before, and his heart 

stirred. “I realized how much I truly loved working with 

youth!” explains Brian of the early days in ministry. 

He relentlessly poured himself into his 

ministry and the young men and wom-

en he led. He was always gone–every 

day and every night. His well-intended 

yet zealous ways resulted in work, and 

home-life imbalance and personal relationships suffered. 

He was unknowingly neglecting his son at home. 

“I wasn’t a good father back then,” admits Brian. “That’s large-

ly due to my lack of being as present as I should have been as 

a father in my son’s life when he was younger. I was always 

working, and when I wasn’t working, I was exhausted.” 

Brian Walls (INDIANAPOLIS 2007)

The One who breaks open the way will go up before them; they will break through the 
gate and go out. Their King will pass through before them, the LORD at their head."
Micah 2:13

@tdwministries           @ChristAlways

Brian and his wife, Tiffany

Brian and his family.

Brian and his granddaughter.

By Kimberlee Mitchell, Staff 

https://www.dvuli.org
https://www.dvuli.org
https://www.instagram.com/tdwministries/
https://www.instagram.com/christalways/
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Toxic OPINION 
BY BWANA CLEMENTS 

(Indianapolis 2013)

Bwana Clements (Indianapolis 2013) 
is a social worker, professional consultant, program developer, and author. 

He earned a BS at Ball State University, and an MSW at Indiana University. 

     bwana.clements.75

I’ve shared before how I discovered “I was doing God’s 

work without God” while participating in the DVULI train-

ing. As I journeyed through the program, I was chal-

lenged to evaluate my personal relationship with God 

and how dependent I was on Him as the source of the 

ministry He had entrusted to me. The more I reflected, 

the more I could see that my good looks (up for debate),  

charisma, speaking ability, and easy-to-talk-to personality 

had become a point of leverage I used as a way to get 

close to and drive change in others’ lives. 

When I held my intentions under the magnifying glass of 

honesty, it was easy to see that my ego had taken over 

and was literally driving every part of the ministry. From 

participating in meetings, strategizing in the community, 

treatment planning for counseling clients, and speaking at 

churches, everything pointed back to “how will this make 

me look?” I had begun to lean on my own understanding 

without acknowledging Him, as Proverbs 3:5 admonishes 

not to do. 

The relationships I invested in had become about career 

 advancement, funding opportunities, project endorsements, 

and ego stroking. The positive changes in people’s lives  

became about me. The advances being made in programs 

and in the community became about me. No one else 

knew, but every time I didn’t get the recognition, I believed I  

deserved, I KNEW. If you’re reading this and you’ve got that 

“it feels like Bwana’s talking directly to me” feeling, YOU 

KNOW TOO. 

Recognizing relationship toxins requires a deep and  

sincere look at your own relational intentions when 

serving others in need. That feeling I mentioned above 

when not being acknowledged or given credit should 

never be ignored. It’s a signal that should alert us that our 

ego is playing a bigger role in our intentions than we have  

acknowledged—a clear sign of toxicity. 

Sustaining healthy ministry relationships can be hard.  

It’s often a thankless job. Sometimes we struggle and 

journey with people for a long time and never get to see 

the fruit from the seeds we’ve planted. Other times we do, 

and boy, does that feel great! If I’m honest, it feels really 

great and seems to make all the turmoil of ministry worth 

it. When those “atta boys” start piling up, it becomes really 

easy to get an inflated ego and lose sight of why we do 

the work we do. 

As urban ministry workers, we must be extremely  

intentional and committed to always evaluating our  

relationships to ensure that we are operating in the  

spirit of “Do No Harm.” Whether a youth pastor, fundraiser,  

after-school program staff, athletic coach, mentor,  

or program director, we must be vigilant against toxicity  

in our relationships.

An old guy at a church I attended used to say, “To God 

be the glory,” in response to any compliment that would 

come his way. I used to snicker inside every time I heard 

it. Now I understand. 

Urban ministry workers often find themselves in a  

position to invest in people’s lives in a real and 

meaningful way. Many of us have been called to help 

people during their most vulnerable and desperate times. 

With loads of new information, insight, and strategies, we 

move into superstar status in the lives of youth, families, 

churches, and the communities we serve. 

Sometimes this status is so powerful that if we’re not 

careful, we can become the only voice those we serve  

listen to and lean on, effectively advancing into a  

dependent relationship. This is when it can get danger-

ous. Somehow, Satan has a way of using the “thank yous” 

and the “I don’t know what I’d do without yous” to speak 

right into our ego, making us believe that we are the only 

source of goodness in others’ lives. 

We can begin to believe that we have all the answers and 

that we’re the best thing that ever happened to the minis-

try. Without giving it a second thought, the work we once 

did for the glory of God turns into “look what I can do.” 

The intention that used to be about using relationships 

to share God’s love becomes using relationships to show 

everyone how great of a mentor or program director I am. 

Hence, the relationship becomes toxic.  

I wish I were writing this from a theoretical, “I’ve always done 

it the right way” point of view. Unfortunately, I’m a living  

testimony of one who can allow relationships to get toxic. 

During my time in graduate school while studying to  

become a professional social worker, the principle of 

 protective boundaries was a commonly discussed theme. 

The idea is that the relationship between the client and 

the service provider must be deeply guarded. Maintaining 

a safe relationship was kept at the forefront of every class 

discussion. We were taught about the power dynamic 

that is present with someone seeking help or insight from 

a professional they perceive has the knowledge to make 

their situations better. There is this drift from introduction 

to blurred boundaries and toxicity that is deceitfully slow 

and steady. So, in our attempt to be helpful, we must be 

very careful. You may be asking how you recognize it.

INTENTIONS?
WITHOUT GIVING IT A SECOND 

THOUGHT, THE WORK WE ONCE DID 

For the glory of God
TURNS INTO “LOOK WHAT I CAN DO.”

To God be the glory

Over involvement; 
seeking control and 

influence; breaking rules 
or protocols to gain favor;
 intentions driven by credit; 

recognition and praise for self 
rather than the benefit services will 

have on client and organization outcomes.  

RIGID

TOXIC

Adherence to rules and boundaries; 
equal parts support and accountability; 
maintaining ability to easily tag in and 

out as needed with others for the good 
of the client and organization; intentions 
driven by producing positive outcomes 

for client and organization; receives 
joy with successful outcomes 

where acknowledgment
is given or not.

BALANCED

Position and title used as 
weapons to force own 

agenda; unwillingness to 
collaborate or compromise; 
rules more important than 

relationships; services used as 
collateral; inflexible.  

https://www.dvuli.org
https://www.dvuli.org
https://www.facebook.com/bwana.clements.75


NAMES OF ORGANIZATIONS:
Mateo: Youth with a Mission,  
School of Urban Leadership Coordinator & 
Because Justice Matters, 
Youth and Families Department

Gabby: Because Justice Matters, 
Executive Director

 @mateoalzate  @gabriellealzate

ALUMNI PROFILE

By Audra Beaty (San Antonio 2022)

NAMES: 
Mateo Alzate (Dallas 2015)
Gabby Alzate (SF Bay Area 2015)

How do you do ministry together? 
Mateo: Since we’ve been married, we’ve hosted youth 

groups and parties at our home. We serve the same kids and 

families in our neighborhood together. 

Gabby: As soon as Mateo moved to San Francisco, we were 

involved together in ministry. During the pandemic, we start-

ed Zoom Bible studies with two other DVULI alumni, and 

now we host youth groups in our home. We work together 

with many of our community partners to serve the youth and 

families in the Tenderloin. We also have launched a School of 

Urban Leadership (again, with another DVULI graduate) and 

are investing in the next generation of youth leaders.

What is your approach to youth ministry now? 
Mateo: Where to begin? During our engagement season, 

we came up with our family values and have intentionally 

chosen to stick to those values. One of them we learned in 

DVULI—do ministry from a place of understanding the needs 

of your community. We also do ministry from some of the 

foundational values of Christian Community Development. 

Gabby: We identified four family values: Christ-centered-

ness, rootedness, hospitality, and celebration. In our person-

al family ministry, these guide how we live our day-to-day 

lives and interactions with our youth. We want our home 

to be a place where kids and their families feel welcomed,  

experience the presence of God, know that we’re not  

going anywhere and that they are loved and celebrated.  

These values really guide everything we do in youth  

ministry (and any other ministry as well!).

Describe how you each fulfill your 
individual missions.
Mateo: Although we work together a lot and aim for the 

same mission, we bring different things to the table. For 

example, we both serve Latinx kids and their families, and I 

share the same culture and speak the same language. I bring 

that connection to every part of our ministry. My passion 

for our neighborhood and what God is doing in it comes 

out in everything I do. It doesn’t matter if it’s meeting kids 

one-on-one, helping lead youth group, equipping staff and  

students with tools to better serve the community, or sitting in  

meetings to advocate for our community. I really love the 

kids and our community and want to show the love of Christ 

in every word and action. 

Gabby: As the new Executive Director of Because Justice 

Matters, my daily responsibilities in the way I live out mission 

are varied. Although many of my days are filled with meetings 

with staff members, stakeholders, and fundraising efforts, 

I also make sure to be really connected to the community 

and the women, girls, and families we serve. It’s a good bal-

ance of high-level strategy and youth groups, dance classes, 

Bible studies, outreaches, and mentoring youth. 

Why do you think God called you two together? 
Mateo: Aside from the obvious fact that it’s clear we are both 

a gift to each other, I think God knew our hearts were willing 

to be rooted in our calling to the Tenderloin of San Francis-

co. And even though we come from completely different 

cultures, we flow through life and our calling so easily.

Gabby: Mateo and I complement each other well. Mateo  

is super pastoral and empathetic and serves with such com-

passion. He can be in the moment with people so whole-

heartedly. Although I can be present and, in the moment, I 

thrive with more strategic vision and forward thinking. We 

balance each other in many ways. We can also point out 

(lovingly, most days) how we can grow individually and as 

partners. We also really, really enjoy each other. In ministry, 

there can often be intense and weighted moments, but we 

work to make sure we experience joy and laughter daily. 

What would you say has been the greatest 
challenge in this relationship so far?
Mateo: I thought hard about this one. We worked hard 

early in our engagement and marriage to make sure we 

had good communication and trust with each other. So, 

if anything, our greatest challenge is outside our relation-

ship. Raising support for our needs in one of the most 

expensive cities to live is one of them. Finding a rooted  

community is also difficult for us. Due to tech, San Francisco  

is super transient, and it’s hard to invest in friendships  

knowing they’ll be gone in a year or two. 

Gabby: I would agree with Mateo. We heard so many people 

talk about how hard it is the first year of marriage or how 

hard it is to be in ministry with your spouse, but that just 

hasn’t been the case for us. Raising support within YWAM 

has been challenging, but we have always seen God provide.

How can your DVULI family be praying for you?
Mateo: As we raise our personal funds as urban missionar-

ies, please pray for our finances. Our marriage is stronger 

than ever, but life around us has been hard. We don’t say 

this lightly, but this truly has been the most difficult year of 

our lives. Pray for resilience, peace, healing (both physical 

and emotional), and for encouraging vision for the future. 

Gabby: Our marriage is great! We have had a pretty hard 

year with unforeseen challenges, but our connection 

to God and each other has been really sweet and full.  

Ministerially, pray for the youth and families we serve  

together to experience the presence and joy of the Lord.  

Pray for resources to sustain the vision God has laid on 

our hearts and the hearts of our community members.  

Personally, please pray for our development efforts,  

continued joy, moments of rest, health, and a renewed trust 

of the process.

Mateo and Gabby Alzate’s love story began as total 
strangers and participants in DVULI. You’ll be inspired 
to learn the details of how it started and how it’s  
going as married urban youth workers.  

You met at NC1 in Orlando. Tell us about that 
love connection.
Mateo: Although the connection started in NC1, we didn’t 

have an actual conversation until NC2. I saw her in the 

crowd and wanted to talk to her throughout both confer-

ences but failed miserably because our paths wouldn’t cross. 

On the very last night in Holland at NC2, I decided to “shoot 

my shot!” I completely interrupted a conversation she was  

having so that I could talk to her. Months later, I discovered 

that Gabby was actively avoiding me at NC2.  

Gabby: At NC2, I noticed a cute boy trying to talk to me all 

week, but I avoided him because I didn’t want to be tempt-

ed to leave San Francisco. But the last night, he barged into 

one of my conversations and announced, “YWAM?” (YWAM 

San Francisco is the organization I worked for). I was a little  

confused but responded, “Yes?” And then, he told me in the 

first two minutes how he had worked with YWAM in San  

Francisco, how it changed his life, and how he had been  

praying to go back to San Francisco for seven years. He had my  

attention at that point! 

What did you discover you had in common?
Mateo: From the first night we talked, it was obvious that we 

both shared a passion for youth ministry and a passion for 

learning, but most importantly, we were both called to the 

same place and the same neighborhood. 

Gabby: I was shocked at how similarly ministry-minded we 

were and had similar values. During our first conversation, he 

would off-handedly mention something about himself that 

I was praying for in a future partner. After about three hours 

of talking, I texted one of my best friends that I was pretty 

sure I had just talked to my future husband! And here we are 

almost seven years later.

What did becoming one look like for you both?
Mateo: I would say that it was pretty easy from the  

beginning. From the night we met, it was easy to see how 

aligned our values and ministry paths were. 

Gabby: There were a couple of bumps as we learned to live 

together with our quirks in our 250-square-foot apartment 

with no door to shut, but we made it work! 
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SCAN TO WATCH GABBY & MATEO'S 
COUPLE'S CHALLENGE VIDEO

COUPLES

Version!

https://www.instagram.com/mateoalzate/
https://www.instagram.com/gabriellealzate/
https://www.dvuli.org
https://www.dvuli.org
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By Brandon Woodard (Cincinatti 2021) 
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BRANDON WOODARD (Cincinnati 2021) 
      brandon.woodard.127 

      bwoodardsr_/

      bwoodard06 

        linkedin.com/in/brandon-woodard-813093a1/

110000%%
RECOMMENDED
RESOURCE

In this short eight-session course, the 
authors help leaders understand  

THE IMPORTANCE OF BUILDING 
DEEP, MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS 
AND OFFER PRACTICAL TOOLS TO 

SHAPE OUR RELATIONSHIPS.

As a pastor, one of the things I have come to accept 

is the importance of fruitful, meaningful relationships. Any 

impactful movement that has led to a radical transforma-

tion in individual lives and society, in general, started from 

the outworking of fruitful relationships. For example, the 

Civil Rights Movement was birthed out of strife and the 

coming together of individuals like Dr. Martin Luther King 

Jr. and Ralph Abernathy, as well as others who locked arms 

to do something great. As I thought about the importance 

of relationships from both a historical and pastoral per-

spective, I could not help but be reminded of the work we 

do daily—building cathedrals in the lives of the youth we 

serve—and the importance of building fruitful relationships.    

To aid the youth we serve in radical transformation, we 

must sharpen our own relationship-building capabilities. 

My 100% DVULI Recommended Resource is Emotionally 

Healthy Relationships by Pete & Geri Scazzero. In this short 

eight-session course, the authors help leaders understand 

the importance of building deep, meaningful relationships 

and offer practical tools to shape our relationships.  

For example, the “Stop Mind Reading & Clarify Expec-

tations” session has been transformational for me as a 

pastor and servant in our community. If you are like me,  

assumptions can be crippling. Through this session, I 

learned how to stop the toxic trait of assuming how  

individuals would respond to what I was asking them 

and shift to getting their understanding and honest  

response. The session discusses the importance of clarifying  

expectations, which is crucial for any relationship and 

is usually one of the most assumed components that  

fracture relationships. How to get clarity within my  

pastoral, familial, and community relationships proved to 

be immensely helpful.  

As Pete says, “Assumptions bring so much unwanted pain 

in relationships,” and this is the last thing we want in our 

relationships with those we serve. We want flourishing  

relationships, which begins when we equip ourselves 

with the tools necessary to build healthy relationships.”  

I highly encourage you to check out Emotionally Healthy 

Relationships today.

Jesse Carballo Jr.  
(Houston 2010) 
received a Certificate of 
Ministry from the Assemblies 
of God on June 22.
     jessecarballojr 
     jcarballojr

Jeremy Chen 
(Philadelphia 2019) 
and his wife, Amy, welcomed 
their first child, Jules, into 
their family on May 15.
      jeremy.chen
      germy224

Carlton Collins  
(Cincinnati 2021)
received the Cincinnati 
NAACP Empowering 
Educator Award.
     carlton.collins.967 

Lucas Barrientes  
(San Antonio 2022) 
and his wife, Monica,
welcomed baby number 
EIGHT on June 19.
     lucas.barrientes
     lucasbarrientes

Myrna Craig 
(Cleveland 2013) 
is now a chaplain at 
Marketplace Chaplains  
in Plano, Texas. 
      myrna.craig.7 
      hisdaughter 

Brandon Hill  
(Louisville 2022)
was named one of Louisville 
Business First’s Forty Under 
40 honorees in September.
     brandon.hill.98284566
     bhill_btag

Kalin Jones 
(Washington DC 2022)
and his wife, Shanell, 
welcomed their first child, 
Journey, into their family  
on August 3.
     kalinjonesmusic

Imani Jones Robinson 
(St. Louis 2017) 
received the Anointed Core 
2022 Humanitarian Award. 
     imani.j.robinson 
     love_in_actionteam

J’Micah Stephens 
(Louisville 2022) 
is now the Dean of 
Students at Turning 
Points Schools.
     jay.stephens.5015 
     jmicahstephens 

Juan Vasquez  
(Newark 2014)
is now Pastor of 
Mobilization & Mercy at 
Oak Mountain Presbyterian 
Church in Alabama. 
     juan.vasquez.756 
     vasquez.juan1410 

Jerrel Gilliam  
(Pittsburgh 2012) 
had the opportunity  
to share the gospel  
message with everyone  
in attendance at  
Pittsburgh Prays.

WHAT COMMUNITY-WIDE IMPACT 
ARE YOU LEADING?

Emotionally Healthy 

  Relat ionships
      By Pete & Geri Scazzero

https://www.dvuli.org
https://www.dvuli.org/yourstories
https://www.dvuli.org
https://www.facebook.com/brandon.woodard.127
https://www.instagram.com/bwoodardsr_/
https://twitter.com/bwoodard06
�linkedin.com/in/brandon-woodard-813093a1/
https://www.amazon.com/Emotionally-Healthy-Relationships-Workbook-Streaming/dp/0310145678/ref=pd_lpo_1?pd_rd_w=aXVeX&content-id=amzn1.sym.116f529c-aa4d-4763-b2b6-4d614ec7dc00&pf_rd_p=116f529c-aa4d-4763-b2b6-4d614ec7dc00&pf_rd_r=34VWXEQXH9PTG021HET8&pd_rd_wg=5oqfu&pd_rd_r=66153155-e20e-499f-867a-b659fb8e7131&pd_rd_i=0310145678&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Emotionally-Healthy-Relationships-Workbook-Streaming/dp/0310145678/ref=pd_lpo_1?pd_rd_w=aXVeX&content-id=amzn1.sym.116f529c-aa4d-4763-b2b6-4d614ec7dc00&pf_rd_p=116f529c-aa4d-4763-b2b6-4d614ec7dc00&pf_rd_r=34VWXEQXH9PTG021HET8&pd_rd_wg=5oqfu&pd_rd_r=66153155-e20e-499f-867a-b659fb8e7131&pd_rd_i=0310145678&psc=1
https://www.facebook.com/jessecarballojr
https://www.instagram.com/jcarballojr/
https://www.facebook.com/jeremy.chen
https://www.instagram.com/germy224/
https://www.facebook.com/carlton.collins.967
https://www.facebook.com/lucas.barrientes
https://www.instagram.com/lucasbarrientes/
https://www.facebook.com/myrna.craig.7
https://www.instagram.com/hisdaughter/
https://www.facebook.com/brandon.hill.98284566
https://www.instagram.com/bhill_btag/
https://www.instagram.com/kalinjonesmusic/
https://www.facebook.com/imani.j.robinson
https://www.instagram.com/love_in_actionteam/
https://www.facebook.com/jay.stephens.5015
https://www.instagram.com/jmicahstephens/
https://www.facebook.com/juan.vasquez.756
https://www.instagram.com/vasquez.juan1410/


200 Monroe Ave. NW
Grand Rapids, MI 49503

Follow Us
instagram.com/dvuli/

facebook.com/dvuli/

linkedin.com/company/dvuli/

YouTube.com/dvuli

twitter.com/dvuli

August 30 - Sept ember 2, 2023
 
Join DVULI graduates from across the US in Philadelphia,  
PA, for 3½ days of dynamic worship, keynote speakers,  
networking, and DVULI-style brotherly love.

PLEASE SAVE THE DATE.  
Registration details to be 
announced in 2023.

FOR THE DVULI REUNION 2023!

LET’S

https://www.instagram.com/dvuli/
https://www.facebook.com/search/top?q=dvuli
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dvuli/
https://www.youtube.com/@dvuli
https://twitter.com/DVULI
https://www.dvuli.org/reunion

